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ON THE NUMBER OF PRIMES BETWEEN TWO
FUNCTION-VALUES

fen) AND f(n+ 1)

YEu-HuA Too

1. Introduction

Let n(x) be the number of primes P not exceeding x, then the well
known Bertrand's postulate can be written as

n(2n) -n(n) 2:1 for all nEN {l, 2, 3, ...}.

This is first proved by Chebychev [1]. Actually, it can be shown that
for any fixed real number rE (7/12, 1J

nr
(1) n(n+nr) -n(n) "-'-- as n~oo.

Inn
The purpose of this paper is to investigate the number of primes

between two function-values fen) and f(n+ 1), or more formally, to
investigate

Llf (n)==n(f(n+1)) -n(f(n)), nEN, n2:a,
where f is a positive function defined on an interval [a, 00). Recently,
we obtain Theorem A below via the following heuristic result:

(2) Pn+l-Pn=O( (In Pn)f3) (as n~oo) for some f32:2,
in which Pn denotes the nth prime. (Too [8, Theorem 2J.)

THEOREM A. Let r>l and the function fr(x) =xr, X2:l. Then, under
the hypothesis (2), there exists an no (r) such that

(3) Llfr(n) 2:1 for all n2:no(r).

For polynomial functions
(4) hex) =xk, X2:l, where k=2,3, ''',

Hu and Lin [3J obtained the following asymptotic behavior of l1h by
an elementary proof.

THEOREM B. Let h be a function defined in (4). Then, if the ratio
Llh(n)/(nk-1/ln n)
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tends to a limit as n-+cXJ, the limit must be 1.
In what 'follows, ,we are concerned with the larger class of functions

(in comparison to (4»
(5) fcr,p(x) =,xalnPx," x:2::L

where the exponents a and {J satisfy either (i) a=1, {J:2:: 1 or (ii)

a>!, {JE(-oo, (0). For the case a>~, we find the rate of conver

gence of L1/a '[J (Theorem 1), a more precise estimate than (3); for the
rest (in fact, for both cases (i) and (ii», we obtain a rest;dt similar
to Theorem B by an elementary proof (Theorem 2).

12 "THEOREM 1. Let a>S and {JE (-00, (0), then

(6) " L1/a,p(n)",-,na- 1lnjl-1n as n-HX>.

THEOREM 2. Assume (i)a=l, {J:2::1 or. (ii)' l<a s:lf, {JE (-00, (0).

Then, for f fa' p, if the ratio
(7) . L1/(n) I Ci' (n) Ilnf(n»

tends to a limit as n---+oo, the limit must be "I.

Finally, for general functions f, we have two interesting results con
cerning L1J (Thootems 3 and 4). The -identities (9) and (11) hold for
any function fa' jl defined in (5) since it. satisfies all the conditions of
Theorems 3 and 4 with r:2:: 1 and a sufficiently large (see the proof of
Theorem 2). Hence Theorem 4 is an extension of Lemma 10f Ru and
Lin [3J who considered the special caser=1 and the polynomial·
functions fk defined in (4).

THEOREM 3. Let f be a positive function defined on an interval[a, (0)
such that f' is positive and noiulecreasing. Assume, in addition, that

n (j'(i+l»2 _. .iltaJ f(i)f(i+ 1) -0 (In 1]:1/(n+1» as n---+oo.

Then

. (9) !~~ In In}(n+l) i!tJ .j(~r 1.

THEOREM 4. Let f be a posititiJe function defined on an interval [a, (0)
such that f' is positive and nondecreasing. Assume further .thiit for ti -real
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number r:2':l

(10)

Then

(11)

± (j'(i+1»2Inrf(i) 0 (lnrf(n+1»
;~[a] f(i)f(i+1)

lim r t Llf ( i) l~rf(i) 1
n~oo lnrf(n+ 1) ;~[a] f(t) .

as n-H>O.

2. Lemmas

To prove the theorems above, we need the next two lemmas. Lemma
1 is due to Huxley [4J. Lemma 2 is interesting in its own right since
it is an extension of the well-known Mertens' first theorem written as

(12) ~ Inp =In x+O(I) as x~oo.
P5x p

(see Mertens [6J or Hardy and Wright [2J or Yaglom and Yaglom
[9, p.40J).

LEMMA 1. Let e>0, then as x~ 00

(13) 7t(x) -7t(x-y) ",-,_Y
Inx

LEMMA 2. Let r:2': 1 be a real number. Then

(14) ~ lnrp =llnrx+0(1nr- 1x)
P5X p r

Proof. It suffices to prove that (14) holds for r>1 SlUce (14) IS
exactly (12) when r= 1. Define

lnrp
Mr(x) =~-, x>l,

p,;,x p

M1 (x)=ln x+R(x),

Mr(x)= ~ (lnr- 1n)(M1(n)-M1 (n--':1».
~ '. ' 2$'!$z-

(15) into {l7} yields

Mr(x) = 2: (lnr - 1n) In~
2sn5x - -n'--l

and set
(15)

so that,
(16)

Then
(17)

Inserting

(18)

by (12),
R(x) =0(1) as X~OO.
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+ I; (hy-ln)(R(n) -R(n-l))
2~n~.r

.-81 (x) +82 (x).
We first estimate 82 (x) . Summing by parts,

82 (x) = (lnr- 1 [xJ)R([xJ)
+ I; R(n) {lnr - 1n-lnr - 1 (n+l)}.

2:Sn:sz-l

From (16) it follows that as n-'>OO

R(n) {lnr- 1n-Inr- 1 (n+ I)} =O(lnr- 1n-Inr- 1 (n+1)),
so that as X-'>OO

.(19) 8 2 (x) = (Inr- 1[xJ)R([xJ) +o (hy-lx )
=O(lnr- 1x) ..

As for 81 (x) in (18),. setting In n n 1 = ~ + E(n), we have E(n)

=O(n-2) as n-'>oo, hence

(20) 81 (x)= I; lnr-In + I; E(n)lnr- 1n
2S;n$:I: n 2:5:n::;x

as X-'>OO.

as X-'>OO,

=1..lnrx+O(1nr-lx)
r

Combining (19) and (20), we have proved that
Mr(x) =81 (x) +82 (x)

=1:.·I~rx+0(lnr-1x)
r

which is the desired result.

, .

3. Proofs of theorems

Proof of Theorem 1. For any fixed real numbers a>l; and {3, let

us define

Then, by the mean-value theorem, there exists ()nE (0,1) such that
for sufficiently' large n

Yn fa'.p(n+()n)
=a(n+()n) ",-llnP(n+()n) +{3(n+()n)a-1lnP- 1 (n+()n)
= (a In(n+()n) +f3) (n+()n)a-lInP- 1(n+()n)

2an",-qnP- 1(n+()n) Yn*.
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Choosing 0<8<152- ;, we obtain that for all sufficiently large n

~+. * 1
Xn+l ::;: Yn ::;: Yn ::;: 2Xn+h

and hence, by Lemma 1,

L1/a,p(n)'"'--1 Yn asn-oo,
n X"+l

or equivalently

L1f (n) '"'-- f'a,p(n) '"'--na-1lnP-1n as n-oo.
a·P In fa.p(n)

Proof of Theorem 2. To prove this theorem, we may apply either
Theorem 3 or Theorem 4. It is seen that f>O, f'>O and f">O on
[a, 00) for some sufficiently lar.~e integer a. Also, for this f the LHS
of (8) is

OC~ i-2) =0(1) as n-oo.

Therefore, the function f satisfies all the conditions of Theorem 3 and
hence the identity (9). Namely,

(21) l=lim 1 i:; _1_. L1fU)
In lnf(n+ 1) i=a i In i ia IlnfJ li'

Now, suppose that the ratio (7) tends to a limit c, say, as n- oo ,
namely,

r LlJ(n) Inf(n) -c,
n:r;}- f' (n)

or equivalently

(22) lim 11/ (n) c.
H= na IlnfJ I

Then we want to prove c= 1. Note that
n 1

(23) ~a i In i '"'-- In In n'"'-- In In f(n+ 1) as n-oo.

Combining (22) and (23) yields

(24) lim 1 i:; _1_ LlJ (i)
In Inf(n+ 1) i=a i In i i a IIn.B li c.

Therefore, c=l by (21) and (24). The proof is complete.

Proof of Theorem 3. For convenience, denote IJ(i) = (f(i),f(i+l)]
and assume without loss of generality that a is a positive integer. At
first, the monotonicity of f implies that for all n:::::: a
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and hence

(25) t L1~(i) < I:: ls;; t L1.f~i) .
i=a f (z+ 1) pE(!(a).!(n+!)] P i=a fez)

Secondly, pay attention to the second summation in (25). From Mertens'
second theorem (see, e. g., Yaglom and Yaglom [9, p.41J) written as

1: l=lnlnx+O(l) as x~oo
Ps,z P

it follows that

(26) !im 1 .L: l=1
n~OO In lnf(n+1) pe(f(a).!(n+!)] p'

Finally, in view of (9), (25) and (26) it remains to prove that the
difference between two sides of (25) is o(ln In f(n+ 1)) as n~oo. As
expected, this difference is

D=f f(iff~7+1) (f(i+ 1) - f(i»)

s;; t (fCi-f:1) --:f (i») 2

i=a f (z)f(z+ 1)
< n (j'(i+1))2- f f(i)f(i+ 1)

=o(ln In f(n+1)) as n~oo,

in which the last equality follows from the assumption (8). The proof
is complete.

Proof of Theorem 4. By the conditions on f, lim fen) = 00, so that

f(x) >e for all x~b, where b is some sufficientli~I';rge integer greater
than a. The rest of the proof is similar to that of Theorem 3. From
the monotonicity of the function (lnrx) / x on (e, 00) it follows that for
all n~b

and hence

(27)
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::;: L lnrp ::;: t L1f(i)l~rfCi) .
PE(j(bJ,[Cn+l)] p i~b fez)

Now, applying (14) to the second summation in (27), we obtain that

1· r "lnrp -1lm £......J ---.
n_= lnrf(n+l) pECfCbJ,[Cn+l)] p

Finally, in view of (11), (27) and (28) it remains to prove that the
difference between two sides of (27) is o(1nrf(n+l» as n-'>OO. As
expected, this difference is

D*= t .L1f(~) {f(i+ 1) lnrfCi) - f(i) lnrf(i+ I)}
i=b f(z)f(z+ 1)

::;:tb f(i1f~~~I) (f(i+l) - f(i»lnrf(i)

<t (fCi+l)-f(i»2Inrf(i)
- i~b f(i)fCi+ 1)
< n (f'(i+l»2Inrf(i)
-- r;;b f(i)fCi+ 1)
=0 (1nrf(n+ 1» as n-'>OO,

in which the last equality follows from the assumption (10). The proof
is complete.

4. Remarks

Applying Lemma 1 directly we can prove that (1) holds for

rE (1
7
2' IJ; but the question, whether (1) holds for rE (0, {2J , is still

open. It will be worth while to mention that if the Riemann hypothesis

is true, then (1) holds for rE ( ~, {2] and (6) holds for a>2 and

f3E(-oo,oo) (see Ingham [5J and Titchmarsh [7, p.77J).
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